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REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Apply 3 or 4 drops of rubbing   
 alcohol between the surface  
 and the mount base, wait a  
 minute or 2 for the adhesive  
 to soften.

2. Carefully use dental floss or  
 fishing line, in a sawing motion  
 to cut through the foam.

3.  Use finger to roll away  
 remaining adhesive.

Caution: Do not use sharp tools 
to remove or cut through foam 
as it may damage the surface or 
device.

For additional information, 
visit www.rapidx.io or  

email support@rapidx.io

PACKAGE INCLUDES

1. Magnetic car mount x1

2. Steel ball mount  x1

3. Large magnetic disks x1

4. Small magnetic disks x2

5. Rectangle magnetic plate x1 

6. Alcohol wipe x1

7. Extra 3M adhesive for steel  
 ball mount x3

8. Extra 3M adhesive for  
 magnetic disks x3

9. User manual x1
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   Install the Magnetic Disk

Dashio Magnetic Disks can be  
installed on the outside of your 
smart device case, inside the case  
or directly on the smart device. 

1.  Use the alcohol wipe to clean the 
  surface on the back of the device 
  or case and allow to fully dry.

2.  Remove the adhesive covering  
  from the magnetic disk.

3.  Place the disk onto the cleaned  
  area of the device or case. Wait  
 10 minutes before using.

4.  Remove transparent film  
  from the front surface of  
  magnetic car mount.

   Install the Steel Ball Mount

1.  Choose a flat smooth surface  
  on your car dashboard or other  
  flat surface (in your home,   
  office, garage, anywhere).

2.  Clean the chosen area with   
  the alcohol pad (included). Allow  
  to  fully dry before installing the  
  steel ball mount.

3.  Peel the 3M adhesive covering 
  on the base of the steel ball   
  mount. Stick and press in place  
  for 30 seconds to ensure that it  
  is firmly attached.

Note: 
1.  Wait 1 hour to use Dashio  
  after installation.

2. In cold weather, less than 
 60°F/15°C, install in a well   
 warmed car only.

1 2 3   How to Use

Dashio is easy to use, no cradle 
or clips, simply hold your phone 
close to the magnetic base and it 
locks into place. Compatible with 
devices that have an 8 in/20.3cm 
or smaller display and weigh less 
than 11oz/312g. 

Disclamers:
• RapidX is not responsible for any   
 injury or harm caused by misuse   
 of Dashio. 
• Do not use with any hard-drive   
 based devices such as iPod   
 classic, iPod video, and Zune   
 MP3 players.    
• Do not place near magnetically   
 sensitive objects such as credit   
 cards, pace makers or computer   
 hard drives.
• Do not use the attached  
 device to watch videos or in any   
 distracting manner while driving.
• Dashio is not a toy.
• Not intended for use by children   
 under 8 years old.


